When the substances were examined for an increase in electrical conductivity, a potential of 2 to 6 volts was connected, through a resistance of zero to 100 000 ohms, into a circuit containing a d'Arsonval galvanometer and the substance under investigation as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
In most cases the substances were slightly conducting when not exposed to light, so that the "dark current" caused an appreciable galvanometer deflection, which had to be annulled by passing an electric current in the opposite direction through the galvanometer. This counter current was obtained by shunting across a resistance of 100 ohms, which was Painting the ends of the crystal with lampblack did not affect the sound production; but on painting the sensitive spot no sound was produced. Removing the lampblack restored the sound, which became louder when the sensitive spot or the whole crystal and the electrodes were covered witfe alcohol.
On immersing this sample in alcohol, the crystal separated into two parts (no force having been applied), and the question is whether, in this case, the sound was the result of a variation in resistance (at the surface of contact) with fluctuation in temperature.
Sample C 4 , type 3, size 1 .5 by 3 mm, gave a faint sound when one side was exposed to radiation, and a loud sound on the opposite side.
The sensitive line between these two points marked the line of contact and partial intergrowth of two fibrous masses of crystals.
AYhen exposed to the standard incandescent lamp, Fig. 1 
